
Parable of the Palace

That day, the Yellow Emperor showed the poet through his palace. As
they moved on, they left behind them, one after another, the first west-
ern terraces that, like gradins of an almost boundless amphitheatre,
slqre towards a garden whose metal mirrors and intricate juniper
borders prefigured the labyrinth. They lost themselves in it, gaily at
first, as if consenting to a game and later not without misgivings, for its
straight avenues underwent a very slight but continuous curvature and
secretly were circles. Towards midnight their observation of the planets
and the opportune sacrifice of a turtle enabled them to extricate them-
selves from that seemingly bewitched region, but they did not free
themselves from the feeling of being lost, which accompanied them
until the end. Afterwards they passed through antechambers and patios
and libraries and a hexagonal drawing room with a water clock, and one
morning they made out from a tower a man of stone, later lost to them
for ever. In sandalwood canoes, they crossed many glittering rivers, or a

single river many times. The imperial retinue would pass by and the
people would prostrate themselves; but one day they arrived at an
island in which someone did not do so, because he had niver seen the
Son of }feaven, and the executioner had to behead him. Their eyes

looked with indifierence on black-haired heads and black dances and
complicated gold masks; what was real would confound itself with what
was dreamt or, rather, the real was one of the configurations of the
dream. It seemed impossible that the earth should be anything other
than gardens, watercourses, architectural and other forms of .splendour.
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Each hundred steps a tower cut the air; to the eie their cot' t, i]
identical, though tlre first one was yellow and the last scade!, so delitqG

were the gradatioils and so long the seriee.

It was at the foot of the penultimate tower that the poet (who had

seemed rernote from the wonders that were a marvel to all) recited the

brief composition that today we link indissolubly to his name and that,
as the most elegant histerians repeat, presented him with iamortality
and death. The text has been lost; there are those who believe that it
consisted of a line of versel others, of a single word. What is certainr

and incredible, is that dl the enorrnous palace was, in its most minule
details, there in the poem, with each illustrious porcelain and each

design on each porcelain and the penumbrae and the light of each dawn

and twilight, and each unfortunate or happy instant in the glorious
dynasties of mortals, of gods and of dragons that had inhabited it from
the unfathomable past. Everyone was silent, but the Emperor ex'
claimed: You have robbeil me of my palan! And the executione/s iron
sword cut the poet down.

Others tell the story difierently. There cannot be any two things alike
in the world; the poet had only to recite the poern, they say, when the
palace disappeared, as though abolished and obliterated by the last syl-
liable. Such legends are, to be sure, no more than literary fictions. The
poet was the Empero/s slave and died as suchl his composition fell into
oblivion because it merited oblivion and his descendants still seek, and
will not find, the word for the universe.
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